Sanlorenzo to attend the Dubai International Boat Show 2022 with the SX88
The iconic crossover model of the shipyard, protagonist of the most renowned boat show in the Middle East.

Press Release, March 4, 2022 - Sanlorenzo is to participate in the Dubai International Boat Show, the
leading and most established boat show in the UAE, GCC and Middle East, scheduled for March 9-13,
2022, together withits dealer Sanlorenzo Middle East.
In the heart of New Dubai, immersed in the evocative setting of Dubai Marina, a welcoming
Sanlorenzo lounge of 75 square meters overlooking the sea will offer a unique view of the iconic
crossover SX88, a model which was among the first to revolutionise the concept of liveability at sea,
breaking the mould and proposing a new typology of yacht to the market.
With its 27 metres length, the SX88 represents a synthesis between the classic motoryacht with flying
bridgeand the explorer typology, an intelligent proposal where style and functionality merge into a
common language. The main and revolutionary feature of the SX88 is the availability of grand open
spaces and vast glass surfaces that maximise internal/external communication, a characteristic that is
always in great demand by owners and experts.
The wheelhouse is positioned on the flying bridge as on a megayacht, and if necessary it can be
closed laterally by up-and-down windows, while the entire aft area of the bridge can be closed as
standard with strataglass panels or with mechanised rigid closure. This has made it possible to
completely free up the areaforward of the saloon on the deck, which can be dedicated to the owner's
cabin or can be used as a multifunctional open space. The deck is coplanar and offers the possibility
to open all the space from stern to bow, thus creating a real open loft. The design of this yacht makes
the most of both internal and external spaces in favour of a better liveability on board.
The SX crossover line (SX76, SX88, SX112) was born from the constant dialogue between the company
and its owners, which led the shipyard to create a totally innovative project to meet the needs of a
constantly evolving market. A range that fully represents Sanlorenzo's customisation expertise,
designed for true boating enthusiasts.
One of the world's leading players in the production of yachts and superyachts, Sanlorenzo
participates in this important event in the Middle East with a perfect example of innovation combined
with an unmistakable style and sophisticated design, elements that have allowed the shipyard to
become internationally synonymous with excellence in the nautical sector.

